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Forget about bad hair days again! Then comes a range of cuts, with and without bangs, shown from begin to
finish: easy-to-care-for trims for kids; In the end, who knows better than you what they like and how they
live? Purchasing the proper tools and equipment is absolutely essential, from brushes to butterfly clips.
Decide on a style, considering someone's hair type, consistency, and density as well as their facial structure
and lifestyle. Not only will you help them appear great, but it is also a wonderful possibility to pamper
friends, companions, and children. Bonus: quality recipes for natural, homemade hair-care products,
including shampoos, rinses, and conditioners. Provide those you like the cut they want--plus remedies to
maintain those tresses healthy and shining. blunt-slice, wispy, and layered styles in every lengths for
females; and basic short versions for guys. Close-up photos and comprehensive instructions educate you on
how to hold the scissors and comb, the angles of which to snip, and how to establish guides to the right
lengths.
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Tons of photos, easy to follow; Where did the writer get these versions? He used to simply wear it long but
that's no more practical. Just make sure you possess a great couple of scissors.I guess I wanted more
inspiration.by me. Two Stars Doesn't explain enough about how to lower hair. Also, the styles are not trendy
at all. You won't find the Rachel cut, or the Farah Fawcett shag. The author uses large, clear photos of each
stage and she discusses how to "section off" areas of the head to create it easier to observe what you're doing
and then describes how to cut the hair in that area.Still, it is simple to learn to provide a basic cut or trim
family and friends members' hair in between visits to the salon with this reserve and also save a bit of cash
and experience proud that you can do something for yourself.* How to do a blunt lower for short, medium
or long locks* How to do layered cuts for short, medium and long locks* Children's haircuts for boys and
girls* Four classic men's hair cuts* Locks preparation, trimming angles and how exactly to establish
guidesI'm a visible learner and the a great deal of photos really helped. When beauticians or barbers don't
provide you with the look you want exactly, after that learn to do-it-yourself. Not the professional models
where every hair cut would look fantastic on them.An added bonus is a section that provides recipes for
shampoos, rinses and hair moisturizing treatments. The author argues that it's sometimes cheaper to make
your own haircare products and that lots of manufactured products have a petrolatum base which can build
up in your hair.All in all, I have already been very content with this publication. It addresses everything
about the fundamentals and hair care to boot! It does not have a huge selection of styles to pick from,
however for my purposes, it really is more than sufficient. Outdated. There are many colorful pictures of the
real angles where you should cut he hair. In addition, it includes the ultimate result pictures. There are
always a limited number. Nevertheless, you will get some basic skills and I came across this book to be a
good beginning. hairstyles for men, women, kids and teens. Outdated Very little information. Read it several
times and then try the hands at her techniques. I have been cutting his locks, but all I possibly could do was
give him a buzz slice with the clippers, or this strange slice that made him *look* such as a mushroom.
Needed a few help! I believe for the price, it's value searching through this reserve to get tips about how to
start, but I must say i just had to understand by doing my own hairstyle.Admittedly my first hair cut, for my
daughter, was a little rough looking. But fixable.. Good for Some Hair Styles We didn't see a hairstyle I
wanted in this publication, but I did learn in general steps to make a couple of different cuts.I liked this book
because it covers hair styles for men, women and children. My, second slice, on my boy, was considerably
better!Therefore, I would easily recommend this publication!... And if you really love it then you can
proceed and enrol in beauty school. A few rounds of haircuts will, in essence, pay for the tools you use.
Admittedly, all the locks cuts are pretty fundamental, but I think that is all anybody actually want to
do!Addititionally there is information in the book about how exactly to bring out the highlights in one's hair
and different rinses, conditioner dishes and such.This book helps. I returned it Five Stars best for
cosmetology student or simply home cutting make use of. I could have implemented the style for long, curly
hair, although it was for heavy hair, but the design was awful also for the 1970s, when it had been in
fashion. I also loved that the photos had been of real people with all shapes and sizes of faces, with all types
of hairs. It has handy pictures and good explinations.. could you really learn a vocabulary or how to make by
reading about any of it, particularly if you're a beginner? We knew that I could cut my kids hair, but what I
didn't know is easily could cut so that it didn't appear to be I cut it! So so I went through a short yet comical
stage of wanting to cut my own hair to save money. Nonetheless it was an extremely basic cut, the styles are
a bit dated and there are only pictures for a couple designs. I'm sure there is a good reserve out there that
obviously instructs one how exactly to cut locks, but that one did not do this, for me, anyway :-). The photos
are obvious as will be the directions. I'm not sure if anyone can figure out how to master an art from a
publication; I purchased locks shears from Amazon too and would recommend getting the right kind of
scissors to cut locks.of. AM I GOING TO be working in Vidal Sasoon any time in the future? Instead these
hairstyles are classic and really should endure for a long time and a long time. I cut my own hair out of this



book (not easy and simple or the brightest accomplishment) and it wasn't the worst haircut I ever had; it was
pretty decent. I actually got a few compliments on it- mostly because my hair gets very frizzy and fly apart if
it is long and I always obtain compliments when I slice it shorter. Let's just say this reserve did nothing to
help the situation :-). I have fine, medium-length curly hair and there were no pictures or comprehensive
instructions for my type. The writer does suggest variations on the basic styles she does give, but without the
images and the step-by step guidelines, I felt it was a little too complicated to possibility. Buy the basic tools
after that teach yourself how exactly to cut locks, if this is a fresh hobby/skill. Also one of them book:* How
to do bangs, blunt and curved.A WHOLE LOT! As for me, I will buy a French vocabulary CD. All this is
worth the cost of the reserve but she includes face shapes to assist you decide what hairstyle is best for each
family member. Family haircuts For someone just understanding how to cut the locks of anyone in your
loved ones, this book is fantastic. The directions are easy to check out The directions are easy to follow.
Most of the styles are simple enough for beginners but there are also more advanced methods included such
as layering and blending. Five Stars Helped Yikes! What yr was this publication written? styles are basic but
timeless My husband's hair grows faster than mushrooms on a damp evening, so that you can imagine how
very much it would price to keep his hair trimmed. These were so homly and the hair cuts so ugly, I threw
the book away.
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